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2019 Convention Debrief

A

s I write this, MMOPA just wrapped up a successful annual
convention in Amelia Island, FL. Considering we switched from a
traditional fall convention to a spring timeframe combined with
holding a convention only eight months after the last one, the
number of registrations, energy and quality of the event was first
rate. Over and over, I heard that the convention was one of the best ones in
recent memory.
Beyond anecdotal comments, we conducted a detailed survey after the
convention to have our members grade the event. While these results are
preliminary, here’s some excerpts:
92% graded the quality of the event as “very good” or “excellent.”
90% rated the quality of the educational sessions at least 4 stars (5 stars
being best)
The top-rated sessions (more than 50% rated a 5 out of 5) included:
• Erik Eliel’s one-day radar seminar
• Master Aviator Awards ceremony
• Lessons from the Blue Angels by former commander Russ Bartlett
• Aero-medical expert Dr. Quay Snyder on personal checklist for optimal
performance
• Operating in the ATC system + ask the controller
• Manny Casiano’s annual accident & safety review
• ForeFlight pro tips
• Single-pilot emergencies – keeping your head in the game
• Breakout roundtables (turbine, piston & JetPROP)
As a new add-on educational experience and in line with the goals of the
Master Aviator Program, one-hour introductory upset training sessions were
offered by Patty Wagstaff Aviation Safety. Of the 26 pilots who participated, 95%
rated it at least 4 stars out of 5. Only one person gave it a thumbs-down.
Finally, attendees were asked whether the value the convention was worth the
registration fee: 95% answered “yes.”
What could we improve upon? In spite of our best efforts to vet speakers and
verify their credentials, some did not deliver on their promise. We can continue
to improve on our social events to allow for more networking and fellowship.
Also, more time for breakout roundtable discussions was requested by many.
Finally, more PA46-specific “nuts-and-bolts of operation” sessions, especially for
our newer members and first-timers.
Continued on page 7
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ANNUAL CONVENTION: Each year, PA46 pilots and
enthusiasts gather for a four-day event featuring seminars,
vendor trade show and social activities. The convention is
open to MMOPA members and nonmembers.

The Malibu M-Class (MMOPA) is a not-for-profit
organization dedicated to the interests and safety of
owners and pilots worldwide who fly PA46 derivative
(Malibu, Mirage, Meridian, JetPROP, Matrix, M350, M500
& M600) aircraft. MMOPA was founded in 1988, and now
serves nearly 1,000 members. MMOPA is not affiliated with
the Piper Aircraft, Inc., of any other manufacturer/vendor.
Membership is available to any registered or
prospective owner and/or operator of qualified aircraft
or any qualifying individual or organization involved with
or providing a service for the PA46 family of aircraft.
Dues are $250 annually and includes a subscription to
MMOPA Magazine, access to the MMOPA members
website and forums, Jeppesen subscription discounts,
and eligibility to attend MMOPA events and activities
(additional fees may apply to some events).
Member-Only Benefits & Services

MMOPA ONLINE FORUMS: One of the most active online
forums in general aviation, the MMOPA forums has dozens
of messages posted each day. It is the ideal place to discuss
ownership, safety, operational and maintenance topics,
absorb information or get any question answered.
MMOPA HOTLINE: Members have access to experts to
answer questions regarding airframe/engine, avionics, legal
issues and general membership.
MMOPA LIBRARY: The MMOPA website has an in-depth
library with a variety of maintenance instructions and
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MMOPA SAFETY & EDUCATION FOUNDATION: A 501(c)
(3) charitable entity, the Foundation is an independent
entity that is dedicated to engaging with MMOPA
members to help them operate their PA46 aircraft in the
safest possible manner. The foundation’s sole purpose
is to promote, support and fund safety initiatives,
programming, resources and tools. In addition, it may
include direct vouchers to MMOPA members who attend
qualifying training programs.
JEPPESEN SUBSCRIPTION DISCOUNT: Members receive
a 15-month subscription for the price of a 12-month
subscription. The savings alone more than cover the cost
of MMOPA’s annual membership dues.
MMOPA TRAINING DIRECTORY: MMOPA Vendor
Members who have represented that they offer typespecific initial and recurrent PA46 training with an
insurance-approved syllabus.
RACE INITIATIVE: MMOPA and Piper Aircraft have
developed a means for members to submit input to the
Piper RACE Team (Reliability of Aircraft & the Customer
Experience). This is a streamlined mechanism for realworld user experience from members to be provided
to decision makers at Piper, for the purpose of making
product design changes that benefit the PA46 fleet.
MARKETPLACE: Members and vendors can list aircraft,
parts, services and other aviation related items for sale in
this online listing service.

°
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Continued from page 3
If you haven’t already, mark your
calendar for the 2020 Convention
to be held May 27-31 in Tucson,
AZ. This will be our 30th annual
convention, and I can promise it
will be worthwhile, impactful and
memorable (in a good way!)

Post-Convention:
The Art of the No-Go

After spending a great week at the
MMOPA Convention, my husband
and I pointed the nose of our plane
south toward the Out Islands of the
Bahamas. We’ve been flying to the
Bahamas coming on 20 years, and
this year we rented a house in Exuma
in celebration of our 25th wedding
anniversary. After a glorious week of
relaxing, we reluctantly turned our
attention to flight planning our way
back to Kansas City. A quick look at
the weather showed that our flight to
Fort Pierce, FL (which has the best
customs experience and fuel prices)
would be a breeze. But the rest of the
trip home, maybe not.
With our eAPIS and flight plan
filed, we launched the first leg of
our journey. One frustration, which
we accept willingly, is that flying
out of the Bahamas rarely runs on
your schedule. In addition, the U.S.
customs office at KFPR doesn’t open
until 10 a.m. This means that we
rarely are able to launch home from
KFPR as early as we would like.
On this day, the weather was
quickly turning ugly across Florida,
Georgia and Alabama. A “stuck”
mid-level trough persisted from
the Tennessee valley to the Gulf
of Mexico, creating a deep, juicy
southwesterly flow of moist warm
air over the Florida peninsula and
adjacent states. The conditions were
ripe for a prolonged convective
scenario with accompanying LIFR
ceilings. Although we may have been
able to pick our way through, there
weren’t a lot of “outs” if we were
to launch.

As we stood in the Tiki Hut at
Ft. Pierce, iPads in hand, this was
the moment of truth and decision.
After nearly two weeks of traveling,
we were anxious to get home. The
plane was fueled and ready to
launch. We had two qualified and
very-current IFR pilots. The sky
was growing darker in the west with
an approaching cell. Having two
like-minded (from a safety of flight
standpoint) pilots to talk through
the decision is infinitely helpful, as
opposed to making the go/no-go
call alone.

We made the call: no-go. I quickly
arranged a rental car while my
husband found reasonable hangar
space at the nearby Stuart airport. We
popped the plane over to Stuart and
headed to the nearest Marriott. Two
hours later, with cold drinks in hand
and a thundering storm and hail
outside, we resolutely toasted to our
delay. It was the right call.
One day prior, one of our members,
a JetPROP owner-pilot departed
south Florida with four on board for a
trip to Maryland. Faced with crossing
the same “stuck” weather system, he
ran into trouble over North Carolina
and tragically crashed, killing all on
board. While the NTSB preliminary
report is now out as of this writing, it
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appears an encounter with convection
was the major factor in this accident.
As we all initially heard about the
accident, I couldn’t help but wonder:
what were the motivations that the
pilot was feeling that he had to make
this flight given the challenging
weather? Did he understand what
the wx maps, radar and convective
forecasts were telling him? Did he
know how to use his onboard radar
effectively? What chain of actions,
inactions and choices – many made
way before this fateful flight – boxed
him in and eventually dealt him a
losing hand?
With all the excellent weather
products now at our fingertips, we
don’t need to guess or take chances.
The batting average of those who test
Mother Nature is not good. In the
end it is YOU and I who choose our
course of action.
To paraphrase a forum post by
one of our members, there are no
extra points for pictures about how
much ice we take on or how close
we can get to a cell. If you choose to
do it, it’s your decision. But when I
read about these accidents, it makes
me recommit myself to my personal
limits, to learning more about my
plane, to better understanding
weather, and to keep training.
Two days later after a pleasant
stay on Hutchinson Island, we arose
before dawn and did a detailed
weather briefing. The system had run
out of gas and we had a clear shot
to Kansas if we launched early. By
lunchtime, we were thankful to be
home but certainly not disappointed
that we delayed.
While our airplanes are magic
carpets, think hard about the
capabilities and most importantly,
the limitations of you and your plane
for the flight you are contemplating.
Waiting never killed anyone that I
know of, but our airplanes sure can.
Stay hungry for being the safest
pilot you can be.
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PRESIDENT'S LETTER

by Randy James

Oh, What A World
Oh, what a world, I don’t wanna leave
There’s all kinds of magic, it’s hard to believe
Oh, what a world, I don’t wanna leave
There’s all kinds of magic, it’s hard to believe
Northern lights in our skies
Plants that grow and open your mind
Things that swim with a neon glow
How we all got here, nobody knows
These are real things
These are real things
Oh, what a world, don’t wanna leave
All kinds of magic all around us, it’s hard to believe
Thank God it’s not too good to be true
(Written and performed by Kacey Musgraves)

B

eing an old Southern boy (age 66) with a young
daughter (age 23) I get introduced to new country
music I likely would not have ever heard. But
I particularly like the lyrics of this song. I feel
like every flight is magical, every single takeoff
and landing with a view of the magic of our world from
altitude. And for me, it is hard to believe.
Similarly, the convention at Amelia Island was magical;
Oh, what a convention! Dianne White has brought an
energy to MMOPA as reflected in the convention I have
not experienced in my time on MMOPA’s Board for the last
10 years or so. And I am excited for her, for MMOPA and
for the members. Truly all kind of magic occurring, but
that magic is the result of hard work on Dianne’s part and
the Bill Alberts team at the Amelia Island Convention.
Equally magical but reflective of dedication and hard
work, was the kick-off event by Joe Casey awarding the
Master Aviator Program and Broken Wings to members.
Confession: I was a silent naysayer, but the recipients of
the Master Aviator wings were justifiably proud of their
accomplishments. My negativity was based on what I
thought would be a failure of membership participation.
Boy was I wrong and glad for it! Board member Joe Casey
has jump-started MMOPA’s primary goal of safety
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Ron Cox was recognized with the 2019
President’s Award.
initiatives in a way that I could not have imagined.
Congratulations to all of the recipients of their wings –
their names appear elsewhere in this issue. I don’t believe
Joe will rest until every MMOPA member is participating
in the Master Aviator Program.
The Amelia Island convention had a record number
of first timers, 48 in all and did they ever support
the auction which benefits the MMOPA Safety and
Education Foundation, a 501(c)(3) entity. The auction
raised just over $50,000 with many first-timers
bidding and winning the items auctioned. I and the
MMOPA Board are grateful for the participation and
attendance. Thank you one and all who bid at the auction.
An honor for the MMOPA Board President is selecting
an individual for the annual President’s Award. This year
I chose Vero Beach-based flight instructor Ron Cox, an
individual who has been a pilot for more than 51 years
and has selflessly given his time to MMOPA and MMSTF
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year after year. If you have not trained with Ron, you
are missing out on an opportunity to experience a firstclass flight instructor who has experience in all of the
PA46 variants.
For those of you who do not know Ron, his aviation
career started as an Army pilot flying helicopters in 1968
continuing until his retirement from the military in
1985. He flew combat tours in Vietnam from 1969-1970
and accumulated 1,100 hours of mission time during
that period. After his combat tour, Ron flew a variety
of military and civilian aircraft. In 1988 Ron joined
Piper Aircraft in Vero Beach as an instructor and shortly
thereafter was promoted to manager of the Center.
In 1992 Ron Cox founded, developed and operated
Aviation Training Management, Inc. (ATM) and later
started his current company after selling ATM in 2009.
Now training more than 200 pilots per year specializing in
pilot training for the PC-12, TBM 750/850/930, Meridian,
JetPROP and other piston aircraft.
I am proud to honor Ron Cox, an armed forces hero
and first-class flight instructor and citizen with the 2019
President’s Award.
Tragically the week following the convention one of
our members died following the apparent penetration of a
convective cloud not far from my home base of Winston-

Columbia Air Services, Inc
Full Page Ad
33
IBC
33
www.ColumbiaAirServices.com
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PRESIDENT'S LETTER

Ron Cox has been a long-time instructor in every PA46 variant.

Salem. This aircraft with four
souls on board and two dogs lost
its wings and plummeted to the
ground from 27,000 feet. Based
upon the NTSB preliminary report
of the accident, the owner and pilot
of the JetPROP did not possess an
instrument ticket and had less than
200 hours in type and less than
400 hours of total aircraft time. I
mention this tragedy in my column
to remind all of MMOPA’s pilots
that our families trust us to have
the requisite training, skills and
dedication to deliver them safely
in our aircraft. Honor that trust,
dedicate yourself to flying safely,
enroll in the MMOPA Master
Aviator curriculum and strive
to make yourself a better pilot.
As Kacey Musgrave’s lyrics express,
“Oh what a world, I don’t wanna
leave.”

°
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WELCOME NEW MMOPA MEMBERS
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Jesse Adams, Boerne, AL

Adam Grover, Columbus, OH

Scott Rozzell, Houston, TX

Jeff Belanger, Florence, CO

Brandon Harjer, Reno, NV

Lawrence Searcy, Alexandria, LA

Simpson Bennett, Mineral Wells, TX

Hal Hayden, Prescott, AZ

Mike Shafer, Tampa, FL

Antoine Berghmans, Fort Worth, TX

James Higgins, BERKELEY, CA

David Sina, Shoreview, MN

Gregory Bloch, Beavercreek, OH

John Jacobs, Chicago, IL

Terry Smith, Holland, OH

Brad Bower, Boise, ID

Chase Key, Lubbock, TX

Steven Spisak, Morgan Hill, CA

Michael Broder, Punta Gorda, FL

Eric Macchiaverna, Oklahoma City, OK

Sid Strebeck, Clovis, NM

Steve Bruno, Nichols Hills, OK

Paul Magoon, Colorado Springs, CO

Mark Swanson, San Diego, CA

Mike Busalacchi, Brookfield, WI

Charles Marlin, Pleasanton, CA

Derek Tallon, Lafleche, Saskatchewan

Thomas Cole, Bluefield, WV

Larry Morris, Concord, NC

Jean-Francois Tessier, Gatineau, Quebec

Scott Dennstaedt, Charlotte, NC

Neil Olufsen, Denver, CO

Robert Watters, New Orleans, LA

David Dykhoff, Colorado Springs, CO

Grant Parks, Las Vegas, AL

Michael Welles, Framingham, MA

Robert Fishel, Delray Beach, FL

William Parmer, Emory, AL

Peter Wilkinson, Longueuil, Quebec

Joseph Fluet, Woodbridge, VA

Toney Prather, De Leon, TX

Ross Wycoff, Houston, TX

Jonathan Francis, Arlington Heights, IL

Gary Reeves, Decatur, TX

Tyler Youderian, Stanford, AL

William Gogel, Port Orange, FL

Larry Reynolds, Lexington, AL

Douglas Zook, Granby, CO

Seth Goldman, Washington, DC

Ryan Riley, Honolulu, HI
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CONVENTION & FLY-IN

Convention
2019 MMOPA

Members enjoy four
days of knowledge, growth,
fun and friendship.
by Dianne White
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F

ollowing a record-breaking 2018
convention at The Broadmoor in
Colorado Springs, MMOPA was
faced with organizing a convention
in only eight months and in a
different season of the year. The result,
however, was a world-class event that
exceeded expectations held at a world-class
resort. Held at the Ritz-Carlton Amelia
Island, FL, the Convention hosted
nearly 300 members, companions,
partners, exhibitors and guests. At the
Fernandina Beach Municipal Airport,
nearly 100 PA46’s lined the closed runway.
Almost half of all members who attended
were first-timers, and the Convention
hosted members from as far as British Isles

and Alaska. Alan and Kate Burrows flew their Meridian
from their home in Isle of Man, and Bill and Jay Laxson
made the trip from Anchorage.
This year, our members had several pre-convention
choices: a one-day radar course with world-renowned
expert Erik Eliel; a Cumberland River cruise; or the
MMOPA Golf Tournament sponsored by Garmin. While
approximately 45 members broadened their knowledge
at the radar seminar, a group of 11 “slaved away” on
the beautiful golf course adjacent to the Ritz-Carlton.
Member Barbara Bloom was the overall winner of the
tournament with Ron Cox taking second. Both received
Garmin high-tech wearable gear.
To kick off the Convention, Safety Committee Chair Joe
Casey introduced the inaugural class of Master Aviator
award recipients. Joe introduced each member as
Dianne White and Randy James pinned on their wings.
In addition, Joe awarded the first four Broken Wings
Awards given to those members who faced a catastrophic
mechanical failure or other non-pilot-induced emergency
and handled them “by the book” leading to a successful
and safe landing. The Broken Wings Award recognizes the
skill, decision-making and good judgment that leads a pilot
to do everything right when everything goes wrong. The
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CONVENTION & FLY-IN
recipients were: Eric Duberman, Don and
Carol Goldberg, Bill and Jay Laxson, and
Jim Yankaskas.
The Fred Hyman Memorial Lecture
featured former U.S. Navy Blue Angels
commander Russ Bartlett. Russ gave a
fast-paced look inside the culture of the
Blue Angels with numerous descriptions
and photos of the seemingly impossible
close formations and precise flying for
which the demonstration team is known.
Russ left the group with a couple of key
concepts that is salient to flying as well
as business management. He described
the essential components of highperformance teams, which includes:

World-renowned radar expert Erik Eliel

• Trust and communication – built through leadership, clearly
defined roles and responsibilities, culture, empowerment,
and “team above self”;
• The nameless, rankless debrief (following a practice
or performance) – this is critical in building trust and
communication and starts at the top. In the Blues, there is no
fear of retribution. All participate, all are heard and all listen.
Piper CEO Simon Caldecott provided an update on the
company’s financial performance, deliveries and current

16
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projects as it relates to the M-Class product line. With now
more than 1,000 employees, the company is in very stable
financial health with good overall growth and considerable
upside in the training market. The company has recorded
several record-breaking orders for training aircraft
and is the industry leader in that sector. He indicated
the company continues to look at ways to invest in the
M-Class product line and to “stay tuned.” Piper also had an
impressive exhibit featuring Piper merchandise.
Weather expert Scott Dennstaedt kicked off the
afternoon sessions with an in-depth knowledge session

Joe Casey and Dianne White (pictured at right) recognize
Don and Carol Goldberg with the Broken Wings Award.
followed by Bill Panarello on
developing command authority,
becoming creatures of good habits
and steering clear of complacency.
That evening, members donned
their leathers and bandanas for a
motorcycle-themed party featuring
live music, a photo booth with
a Harley-Davidson motorcycle
and dancing.
On Friday, aero-medical expert
Dr. Quay Snyder presented a fact and
science-backed presentation on the
realities of fatigue, common overthe-counter drugs and their effects

M M O P A

and ways we can maintain optimum
performance in the cockpit. He also
talked about cognitive changes in the
brain as we age.
Air traffic controller, CFII and
Citation pilot Luke Alcorn provided
an informative brief on the roles of
the Center and Approach controllers,
how they work together, and why you
don’t always get the clearance you
were expecting. He ended the session
with “ask the controller” Q&A.
AOPA’s Sr. Vice President
Jim Coon and AOPA Foundation
VP Jennifer Storm were up next with
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CONVENTION & FLY-IN

The MMOPA Golf Tournament sponsored by Garmin was won by Barbara Bloom (front center), with
Ron Cox coming in second.
a “town hall” session to talk about key advocacy topics
their organization is working on behalf of all GA pilots.
Aerobatic champ and airshow performer Patty Wagstaff
provided a Pilot Safety Brief with a number of good
reminders on preflight and pre-takeoff checklists and how
to cope with distractions.
The remainder of the afternoon was broken into the
Turbine Track and Piston Track for each respective owner
group. The Turbine Track featured sessions on the “care

18
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and feeding of the PT6” from Dallas Airmotive, and an
RVSM update from Aeromech. The Piston Track held
sessions on “anatomy of a cylinder” and “prop care”
from Hartzell. The afternoon ended with roundtables for
turbine owners led by Chad Menne, piston owners led by
Kevin Mead and JetPROP owners led by Darwin Conrad.
That evening, the annual dinner and auction took
place at Ritz. Ron Cox was honored with the President’s
Award, which was established by the Board to recognize

an individual or group for their
significant contributions to the
training and education of members
and the safe operation of the PA46
fleet. Ron was honored for his
dedication to instruction and safety
and for his impact on a culture of
safety in the PA46 community.
Following dinner,
Bill Alberts kicked off the auction
to benefit the MMOPA Safety &
Education Foundation. Members
contributed more than $50,000
to fund safety programming and
initiatives, while walking away with
some unique items, vacations and
services. A heartfelt thank you to
all companies and individuals who
donated items for the auction.
On the final day of the convention,
the event kicked into workshop
mode with excellent learning
sessions provided by ForeFlight,
PiperProFlite and Garmin. The rest
of the day was rounded out by an
informative talk on current tax issues
by Suzanne Meiners-Levy, and a
riveting session given by Jet Shades
founder Kevin Duggan on singlepilot emergencies and how to keep
your head in the game.
Manny Casiano presented one
of the most anticipated sessions on
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AOPA (Finance)

and Lance Boxer. Per the by-laws,
these members went before the
membership for a vote and were
unanimously confirmed.
MMOPA would like to thank
its Partners and exhibitors who
helped make this year’s convention a
resounding success.
Next year will be MMOPA’s
30th annual convention. Mark
your calendars now: The 2020
Convention will be held May 27-31
in Tucson, AZ at the Westin La
Paloma Resort.

the PA46 safety record. He reviewed
details of the most recent accidents
and revealed accident trends.
The final session of the convention
was the Membership Meeting
presented by Board President
Randy James, Executive Director
Dianne White, and Treasurer Jene
Tebeaux. With several board member
terms ending in 2018, the
Board President appointed four
new members to fill immediate
vacancies. They included:
Ryan Oltman, Jon Sisk, Jene Tebeaux
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I n s u r a n c e

U p d a t e

Rates are Headed
Up & Here’s Why
by Larry Gregg, Senior Vice President, Falcon Insurance Agency of CA

E

very year we try and take the pulse of the
aviation insurance market and report back to
our customers. For the first time in many years
there are definite signs of upward movement in
the insurance market. Since 2006, it has been
mostly positive news when it comes to aviation insurance
rates and coverage. But several decisive factors have started
driving rates back up.

Rate Changes and Natural Disasters
Between hurricanes, earthquakes and wildfires,
the insurance industry paid out record sums in 2017.
Damages attributable to natural disasters in the Western
Hemisphere exceeded $300 billion for 2017 and exceed
$100 billion for 2018. Some insurers have reported that
their results were impacted by as much as 85 percent
with some major carriers reporting losses exceeding one
billion dollars
You might be thinking “what do hurricanes and fires
have to do with my aircraft rates?” This may not seem
like a direct correlation, but keep in mind many if not all
of the aviation insurance companies are owned by large
insurance companies who have a large percentage of their
business writing coverage for hurricanes, fires and such
risk. Think of AIG, QBE, Chubb or Great American. All
of these companies write homeowners or business policies,
plus they also write aviation.
Now, the good news for aircraft owners is that most
of these claims were paid out on other lines of insurance
business, or so it would seem to be good news. As
mentioned earlier, most carriers that participate in the
aviation sector also participate in other lines. So, when
these companies lose money overall, the general tendency
is to raise premium rates across the board on all classes
of insurance and aviation was no exception. Aviation
insurance is relatively a small percentage of overall
business income for most insurance companies, and it
would be easy for these larger insurance companies to
just stop writing the aviation sector to save money.
Another rate increase factor that is more definitely
related to the aviation is today’s aircraft cost a lot more
than they did years ago. A new Cessna, Bonanza or Cirrus
can cost over $750,000. So, what used to be a transition
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aircraft with low-time pilots and low-value hull now can
have high-dollar repairs on very simple claims.
Unfortunately, 2017 and 2018 were not good years for
the PA46 and losses paid. In 2017 the losses just between
three separate claims exceeded $5 million, this during
a time when operational losses were minimal, and rates
were at their lowest in 20 years. It would be safe to say
the claims paid out for the two-year period (2017-18)
exceeded $10 million. Keep in mind this total comes from
all losses and not just the more public incidents we read or
hear about. Many claims are non-operational or ground
operation, such as towing incidents, hangar rash or the big
one, FOD or ingestion. Any one of these could easily cost
$100,000 or more.
At this point we have all started to see increasing rates
and as brokers we have been told to no longer expect
decreasing rates. Some are calling these events the “new
normal” for the industry. Insurance companies are looking
at what pricing levels will be needed to sustain profitability
in future years.

Rates Historically Low
What do they say about “there’s nowhere to go but up?”
For about the past 12 years the soft market for aviation
insurance rates have generally been favorable, but it can
be said this has ended in 2019, at least the “soft rate” have
ended. This was not a normal cycle and not customary in
the insurance industry. Normally rates cycle every 3 to
5 years. If you owned your PA46 for more than 12 years
you may recall the premiums rates paid in those early
years were generally double what you may have been
paying lately.
There are a few reasons aviation rates have stayed soft
for so long. The aviation industry has experienced an
increase in safety over the last decade and technological
advances have brought the accident rate down and
this contributed to lowered insurance rates. But I
believe one of the material-deciding factors of the
rate changes over the past 12 years was the arrival
into the marketplace of many new aviation insurance
companies. As such, the resulting competition drove
rates down further. This created the textbook example
of “supply and demand.”
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These two factors combined with many carriers being
able to slash administrative costs due to new quoting and
policy processing software help extend the downward
pressure on rates. The result of all this is that rates had
reached the point where most carriers reported razorthin profit margins on their aviation book of business.
One large loss in a year can devastate the insurance
company’s results.
Over the last two years we have lost no less than three
insurance companies who have stop doing aviation
insurance because of low or no profits. With the remaining
insurance companies, their investors and leadership are
eager to post profits, so many underwriters feel that rate
increases are inevitable.

So What!
It’s not my fault the insurance companies are not
making a profit! Why should I pay for fires or hurricanes?
I have never had a loss or claim!
I could go on with many more of these comments, and
frankly I agree with all of them. But as we all know, insurance
works on the pooling of risk and not generally each individual
risk. Indirectly you all pay for the faults of others.

So what can be done to keep rates bearable? As I have
seen this rate cycle a couple times over my career, the
simplest way to put it would be to ride it out. Not what
you want to hear, but in the end as rates go up, others will
want to get into the market and pure competition will take
over…. again.
So what can be done to hinder the rate increase? Do
exactly what you should have been doing all along. Make
sure your broker is very involved in your interest and also
the PA46. This subject has been discussed numerous times,
but really if your broker can not tell you the differences
between models, what makes you think he can sell that to
the underwriter?
Train and train. We all do this and too much isn’t too
little, but make sure your broker knows you train and what
you are doing.
The one factor I did not mention in rate increases and
the one factor that none of us have control over: Age. That
is another subject all together.
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Editor’s Note: MMOPA has formed an insurance committee that is actively looking at ways in which our association
can address the issue of rising rates. Stay tuned on more!
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SAFETY

MMOPA Congratulates
First Class of

Master Aviators
In its inaugural year, safety program
is off to a strong start.
by Joe Casey

T

he MMOPA Convention at Amelia Island was
super for many reasons. To me, seeing all the
people who are inextricably connected by the
PA46 airframe is the best reason to come to any
MMOPA Convention. Any attendee can talk to
Kevin Mead in one hallway, step into the foyer and chat
with Chad Menne, find the booth for nearly any vendor
supporting our airframes on the convention floor, bump
into Simon Caldecott, president of Piper between sessions,
and meet some of the best thought-leaders in aviation all
in one morning. Simply put, the MMOPA Convention is
a premier location to find the best in our business, and all
are accessible in venues that are singularly outstanding.
All the past Conventions have been excellent, but the
2019 Convention at Amelia Island will always be special
for me because it is the validating event for the Master
Aviator Program. Not only did I get to reconnect with
many of my friends in aviation, I got to be a part of
honoring some of those friends who progressed upward
to the status of Master Aviator. To me, Amelia Island

The first class of recipients of the Master Aviator, Senior
Aviator and Aviator wings at the 2019 MMOPA Convention.
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proved that the Master Aviator Program is moving the
needle in the area of PA46 safety.
MMOPA President Randy James, MMOPA Director
Dave Bennett, and Executive Director Dianne White had
the honor of pinning Master Aviator Wings on 19 pilots,
Senior Aviator Wings on 5 pilots, and Aviator Wings on 10
pilots. In all, 34 pilots received over-and-above, insurancemandated training to increase their proficiency, increase
their awareness of safety-related nuances of aviation, and
become safer pilots.
It is always a scary thing to put forth a program in hopes
that it gains traction in the marketplace. Seth Godin,
world-famous author and marketer, talks about the
“Lizard Brain,” the part of our brain that tells us to stop,

2019 Master Aviator Program
Award Winners
Master Aviator

Stephen Bobko-Hillenaar
Philippe Boisclair
George Boras
Joe Casey
Rick Converse
Deborah Dreyfuss
Hank Gibson
Don Green
Kevin Jennings
Bill Laxson
Chad Menne
William Mitchener
David Purvis
Victor Rivas
Douglas Scheid
Brad Stratton
Nathan Tart
Thomas Thomason

Senior Aviator
Gary Kearney
Angel Mulkay
Jene Tebeaux
Deanna Wallace
John Walters

Aviator

Ed Angel
Brian Cameron
Brandon Lewis
Suraj Nagaraj
Mike Reed
Paul Rekieta, Jr.
Gery Schoenrock
Norm Smith
Larry Strasbaugh
Greg Zorman

slow down, to not put our work out in the marketplace.
The Lizard Brain tells us that that we’ll be a flop, and get
laughed at, and that we should “play it safe” and not put
forth our best work for all to see. To put forth your best
work truly gives the feeling of “naked and afraid” before
the world. But that didn’t stop the Safety Committee and
the MMOPA Board of Directors from pushing forward and
putting our best on the table for all to see. Our best is the
Master Aviator Program.
We really didn’t know what “success” would look like
on the first year of the Master Aviator Program, but I
can assure you that 34 awards are far and beyond what I
expected in terms of acceptable participation to validate
our work. There were many others who wanted to earn an
award, but they could not meet the stringent requirements.
It is not easy to become a Master Aviator; it is not intended
to be easy. To wear the award means the pilot has done
something special, has been intentional about training,
distinguishing themselves from within a high caliber
of people.
The epitome of MMOPA awards is the Master Aviator
Award. Those pilots received stall/spin (UPRT) training,
have a tailwheel endorsement, have over 300 hours of
accident-free flight time in the PA46, have flown more
than 100 hours of PA46 flight time in the last year, have
attended mid-year training, and have received insuranceapproved training in the PA46. That’s a long list of
required credentialing for any pilot, and we intentionally
made it tough to achieve. To wear the Master Aviator
Wings is a true honor, something that can only be

achieved through a devotion of time and resources to
quality training.
We think it is worth it. We believe that MMOPA Master
Aviators are truly safer pilots, and the aviation industry is
taking notice. Other owner-pilot groups are noticing what we
are doing to improve safety, and many are considering how
they can emulate the Master Aviator Program. The insurance
industry is also taking notice. Right now, MMOPA Directors
are working alongside insurance underwriters to ensure that
they understand the positive implications of wearing the
Master Aviator Wings. Those pilots are truly safer and should
receive special consideration from the insurance industry
for wearing Master Aviator wings, either through premium
discounts or better policies. We believe Master Aviators will
have better safety records, and we are watching to see that
this is the as time progresses.

Where it Began
The genesis of the Master Aviator Program was some
early discussions between me and John Mariani on
how to improve the piloting population, but quickly
progressed to include many other training professionals
within the PA46 market. During the many M-Class events
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the airplane, not dependent on the
autopilot for worse-weather scenarios;

held over the last seven years, John
and I would repeatedly hold informal,
impromptu discussions about how
we can create better pilots. I cherish
those discussions because John is one
of a handful of people in our PA46
community who were also part of the
early days of the PA46 at Piper. He
has a length and breadth
of perspective that few others have.
To say that John mentored
me over the years would be an
understatement. We both agreed that
the best pilots who train with us have
several aspects in common:

For years John and I have been
discussing these points, working
to articulate a way to make those
characteristics of good aviators
present in a greater percentage
of our pilot population. This
discussion grew in scope when
the MMOPA Safety Committee
took on the challenge of creating
a program that would embolden
pilots to get specific training. As
the Safety Committee continued
to talk, every member of the
committee echoed the same
sentiments that John and I
articulated, and we knew that we
need a program that would address
each area of pilot ability.
When we looked at the accidents
that happen within our community,

• They all have a tailwheel endorsement
and fly tailwheel airplanes regularly;
• They all fly over 100 hours per year;
• They all understand the stall/spin
accident scenario;
• They all are good at hand-flying

Performance • Economy
Reliability • Safety
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we noticed that many of the fatal
accidents were attributed directly
to lack of understanding of the
stall/spin accident scenario, so all
Master Aviators must attend stall/
spin training. We also noticed that
non-fatal accidents tend to happen
around the runway, with many
occurring from poor footwork on
takeoff and landing. So, experience
in the tailwheel airplanes is required
of every Master Aviator. And, we
noticed that pilots who fly more
than 100 hours per year tend to be
the best of the best. So, we made a
requirement for Master Aviators to
fly more than 100 hours per year.

When we looked
at the accidents
that happen within
our community, we
noticed that many of
the fatal accidents
were attributed
directly to lack of
understanding of the
stall/spin accident
scenario, so all
Master Aviators
must attend stall/
spin training.
Rising to the Master Aviator level is
certainly not easy, but it is achievable.
Any lofty goal presents challenges,
but the challenges are worth the
price to be paid. In the case of the
Master Aviator award, the intangible
benefits are respect from others in
the aviation community and pride
that comes from doing something
lofty. But the real benefit comes from

At the 2019 Convention, Patty Wagstaff Aviation Safety offered one-hour introductory
spin awareness and upset training in two Extra 300s. The limited slots filled up in
April and allowed 26 members to participate.

being a good and ready pilot when the chips are down.
We’ve all had flights when the weather was less than
forecast, when a system broke on the airplane, or when we
found ourselves needing to divert to an alternate. In those
times, a pilot needs to have plenty of stored up knowledge,
experience, and wherewithal to handle the situation safely.
We believe Master Aviators will be up for the task. We
hope you’ll embrace the Master Aviator Program and
pursue the experience required to move up to becoming a
Master Aviator.

•
°

Joe Casey is an ATP, DPE, CFI (A/H), MEI, CFIG, CFIH, as well as a
U.S. Army UH-60 standardization instructor/examiner. A MMOPA
Board member and chair of the Safety Committee, he has been a PA46
instructor for 14-plus years and has accumulated 11,800-plus hours
of flight time, 5,000 of which has been in the PA46. Contact Joe at:
joe@ flycasey.com, or by phone at 903.721.9549.

Rick Converse and George Boras hold up their
Master Aviator Wings
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Companion Ground Schools

Another
Big Success
by Amy Heaven

A

sense of curiosity filled the air of Salon B as 28 women filed
into the Thursday morning class on May 30th. The popular
“Companion Course” prepares non-pilots for the unlikely situation
where their companion, while piloting their aircraft, becomes
incapacitated. The annual, two-day event was sponsored this
year by JetAVIVA at the 2019 MMOPA Convention at Amelia Island’s
Ritz Carlton Hotel.
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Day two, considered the
“Advanced Companion
Course,” goes into
a more detailed
description of aircraft
systems and FAA
regulatory matters.
Accomplished single,
multi-engine and
instrument CFI Jade
Hofeldt of Madison,
WI, shared her wisdom
gained over 17 years
and 2,000 flight hours
in dozens of different
types of aircraft from
J3 Cubs to a Citation CJ3,
where she is type rated.
She was introduced on
both days of the twoday event by Tim White,
CEO of JetAVIVA, an
accomplished pilot in his own
right with experience in the
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PA46, the Beechcraft Baron and
Citation Mustang and CJ2, among
others. Amy Heaven contributed her
considerable knowledge of the PA46
line of aircraft from its inception
in 1983 where she was a first-hand
witness working at the time with the
Piper distributor network.
The content on the first day
included the brief review of case
studies, the basics of aerodynamics,
utilization of radios including the
autopilot, approaches, landings
and shutdown. As Jade emphasized,
the course was as much about
empowering the attendees as it
was safety. On the second day the
emphasis was on confidence-building
by understanding your type of
aircraft and the fundamentals of
its powerplant operation and how
it relates to the pilot’s commands.
Also addressed were other aircraft
systems and how they interact. A
weather primer was given along with
touching on airspace restrictions
and cockpit resource management.
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The audience was attentive and
inquisitive with excellent questions
and comments.
A special bonus this year was the
presentation of a custom checklist
for each potential co-pilot that gave
detailed and easily-interpreted
instructions designed from panel
shots of their specific airplane. The
beautifully laminated and bound
document contained the owner’s
name and N number, and the bold
header: REMAIN CALM. Amy
reminded them also that, “Today
you are going to save two lives.”
While touching on complex
systems, the crowd was reminded
that these emergency events are
very easy to accomplish successfully
with a little preparation. Upon the
conclusion of their 5 hours of ground
training, the room buzzed with
enthusiasm for the trip home and
the new perspective they had gained.
“I’m not sitting in the back seat
anymore!” commented an inspired
attendee.

°
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Midwest

1. West Coast Aircraft
Maintenance
Long Beach, CA
Tel: 562-981-6064

8. Des Moines Flying Service,
Inc.
Des Moines, IA
Tel: 515-256-5300

2. Loyd’s Aircraft
Maintenance, Inc.
Bakersfield, CA
Tel: 661-393-1588

9. Tri-State Aero, Inc.
Evansville, IN
Tel: 812-426-1221

3. Mather Aviation
Van Nuys, CA
Tel: 818-782-7473
4. Mather Aviation
Rancho Cordova, CA
Tel: 916-364-4711
5. Mangon Aircraft, Inc.
Petaluma, CA
Tel: 707-765-1848
6. Martin Aviation
Santa Ana, CA
Tel: 714-210-2945

Northwest
7. Western Aircraft Inc.
Boise, ID
Tel: 208-338-1800
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10. Muncie Aviation Company
Muncie, IN
Tel: 800-289-7141
11. Kansas City Aviation
Center
Olathe, KS
Tel :800-720-5222
12. Executive Air
Transport, Inc.
Muskeson, MI
Tel: 888-844-2359

Northeast
13. Three Wing Aviation
Group, LLC
Stratford, CT
Tel: 203-375-5796
14. Columbia Air Services
Groton, CT
Tel: 860-449-8999
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24. DLK Aviation
Kennesaw, GA
Tel: 770-427-4954
25. JPS Aviation LLC
Monroe, LA
Tel: 318-387-0222

30

20

Southwest

14

23. Flightline Group, Inc.
Tallahassee, FL
Tel: 850-574-4444
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15. Shoreline Aviation, Inc.
Marshfield, MA
Tel: 781-834-4928

26. Sun Aviation, Inc.
Vero Beach, FL
Tel: 772-562-9257
27. Skytech, Inc.
Rock Hill, SC
Tel: 803-366-5108

16. Columbia Air Services
BHB, LLC
Trenton, ME
Tel: 207-667-5534

28. Skytech, Inc.
Westminster, MD
Tel: 410-574-4144

17. C & W Aero Services, Inc.
West Caldwell, NJ
Tel: 973-227-5750

29. JetRight Aviation Maint.,
LLC
Nashville, TN
Tel: 615-360-2592

18. Tiffin Aire
Tiffin, OH
Tel: 419-447-4263

Southeast
19. Texas Piper North, Inc.
Addison, TX
Tel: 800-288-8375
20. Texas Piper South, Inc.
San Antonio, TX
Tel: 210-340-6780
21. Abilene Aero, Inc.
Lubbock, TX
Tel: 806-747-5101
22. Naples Air Center
Naples, FL
Tel: 800-226-4000

30. Daytona Aircraft Services,
Inc
Daytona Beach, FL
Tel: 386-255-2049
31. Advanced Aircraft Center
Miami, FL
Tel: 305-259-8291

International Service Centers
Aviation Unlimited
Toronto Buttonville Airport
2833 16th Avenue, Box 101
Markham, Ontario L3R0P8
Tel: 905-477-4655
Mustang Maintenance & Repair
216 Avro Lane
Calgary, Alberta, T3Z3S5
Tel: 403-286-1129
Prairie Flying Service, Ltd.
Suite 200-3035 Tutor Drive
Regina, Saskatchewan S4W 1B5
Tel: 306-569-3700
Handfield Aviation, Inc.
4920 Route De L’Aeroport
St. Hubert, QC J3Y8Y9
Tel: 450-676-6299
J.P.Martins Aviacao Ltda.
Av. Olavo Fontoura, 780
Campo de Marte
CEP 02012-021
Sao Paulo-SP-Brazil
Tel: +55-11-3538-2555
Hangar Uno, S.A.
Aeropuerto Internacional San
Fernando
1646 San Fernando
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Tel: +54-11-4714-8100
Durandal International S.A.
Luis De La Torre 1004
Montevideo
11300 Uruguay
Tel: +598-2709-7267
Aeroneed/Nimbus
Av. Alcalde Fernando Castillo
Velasco 7941, La Reina
Region Metroploitano, Santiago
Chile
Tel: +56-9-8828-1994
Seijiro Yazawa Iwai Aviation S.A.
Edificio No. 126
Pan America Corporate Center
Edificio Aggreko, Planta Baja
Panama Pacifico
Republica de Panama
Tel: +1 (305) 458-1671
Talento Technico En Aviacion
Juan Salvador Agraz
65 Colonia Santa Fe Cuajimalpa
Piso 12
Mexico D.F.
5348
Tel: 555-662-3100
International Aviation Support B.V.
De Zanden 113
7395 PG
Tegue, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 55-323-1967

IAE Ltd.
Hangar 2
Cranfield Airfield
Bedford MK43 0JR
United Kingdom
Tel: +44-123-4750661
MCA Aviation Ltd.
Business Aviation Centre
Hangar 603, Aviation Park
North East
Bournemouth International Airport
Dorset, BH23 6NE
England - United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (1202) 571711
British European Aviation Limited
Wycombe Air Park
Marlow
Buckinghamshire SL7 3DP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44-1789-470476
RGV Aviation Ltd.
Gloucester Airport
Hangar SE40
Cheltenham GL51 6SP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44-145-2855501
Piper Generalvertretung Deutschland AG
Flughafen Kassel
Calden D 34379
Germany
Tel: +49-5674-70452
ARLT Aircraft Services
Flugplatz, Halle 4
Worms, DE-67547
Germany
Tel: +49-624-1-23373

Spessart Air Service Center
Flugplatz Aschaffenburg
Großostheim D-63672
Germany
Tel: +49-602-66066

Wings Over Asia
66 Seletar Aerospace View
WOA Aviation Hangar-66, #03-01
Singapore 797509
Tel: +65-6659-6225

Wilhelm Tank GmbH
Flugplatz MariensielWilhelmshaven
Sande D-26452
Germany
Tel: +49-442-1201010

Aero Facility Co., LTD
Shimbashi Plaza Bldg. 15F
4-9-1 Shimbashi, Minato-ku
Tokyo 105-0004
Japan
Tel: +81-3-5402-6884

JB Investments Ltd
U1. Redutowa 10
Warszawa 01-103
Poland
Tel: +48-227-369919

RUAG Schweiz AG
Aeroporto Cantonale di Locarmo
Gordola CH-6596
Switzerland
Tel: +41-91-7453388

OK Aviation Sales, s.r.o.
Airport Příbram
Drasov 201
261 01 Příbram
Czech Republic
Tel: +42-31-8690644

RUAG Schweiz AG
RUAG Aviation via Aeropuerto 12
CH-6596 Gordola
Switzerland
Tel: +41-91-735-2940

Sim-Aviation
2nd Otdelenie s/za
“Solnechniy” 16
350012, Krasnodar, Russia
Tel: +78-61-2222200
Cirrus d.o.o.
Tragovina, Prozvodnja
Tkaiska 12
SLO-3000 Celje
Slovenia
Tel: +38-63-4286230

UNI-FLY
Odense Airport
Hangar 37
Odense DK-5270
Piloten Service, Robert Rieger GmbH Denmark
Flugplatz Wallmuehle
Tel: +45-6595-55044
Atting D-94348
Germany
European Aircraft Sales ApS
Tel: +49-942-9716
GI. Skolevej 26
5642 Morud
Piloten Service, Robert Rieger GmbH Denmark
94474 Vilshofen,
Tel: +45-4016-5401
Flugplatz 2
Germany
Air Service Vamdrup
Tel: +49-854-18974
Flyplassveien 25
N-3514 Honefoss
Piper Maintenance GmbH
Norway (Norge)
Flughafen Kassel
Tel: +47-21-999-708
Calden 34379
Germany
Fanmei Aviation Ind. Group Ltd.
Tel: +49-567-470480
5 Wang Chong Street
Yongchang Township
Röder Präzision
Beichuan Qiang
Am Flugplatz
Sinchuan, China
Egelsbach, D 63329
Tel: +86-138-8028-3396
Germany
Tel: +49-610-34002670
Porta Air Service GmbH & Co. KG
Flughafen 9
Porta Westfalica D 32457
Germany
Tel: +49-573-176730
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AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp.
Flugplatz Vosleau
Osterreichische-A-2540
Austria
Tel: +43-225-2790894
AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp.
Flughafen Graz
A-8073 Feldkirchen
Austria
Tel: +43-316-296149
AAC Austrian Aircraft Corp.
Flughafen Linz, Hoersching
Osterreich A-4063
Austria
Tel: +43-722-164532
Airflite
26 Newton Road
Perth Airport
Western Australia 6105
Tel: +61-8-9478-9088
National Airways Corporation
Gate C, Hangar No. 104C
Lanseria Airport, Lanseria, 1748
South Africa
Tel: +27-11-267-5000
Global Aviation SA
Civil Aviation Airport of
Pachi, Megara
Megara, 19100
Greece
Tel: +30-22960-81154
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Keep Your Cool with

Jet Shades
by Rich Pickett

A

t our MMOPA convention
on Amelia Island in May,
Jet Shades was one of the
exhibitors. I have used
Jet Shades in my SR22 and
Eclipse and wanted to test a set in
the PA46. My friend Paul Rekieta
and I were planning an afterconvention trip to the Abacos in their
Meridian with our wives, Rhonda and
Jane. It was a great chance to try them
out. Paul had the Jet Shades cockpit
side window set and we wanted to
evaluate the upgraded premium
version of the windshield set as
well. I talked with Kevin Duggan,
founder and president of Jet Shades,
and an avid pilot, if we could test the
premium set.
We installed them in Paul’s
Meridian and set off for the Marsh
Harbor. For those PA46 pilots that fly
in in Florida and the Caribbean, you
know how hot it can be in the cockpit.
The heat is one issue; however equally
distracting is the glare from the
clouds and the water.
The Jet Shades are held in position
by friction between the rubber trim and
our plastic window trim panels. This
friction fit works well and provide a slide
gap for air and heat to equalize. On the
windshield they have a slight tendency
to become loose, especially as you climb
into colder air. They have come with a
solution to keep them in place, using
small hook and loop fasteners on the
windshield trim itself and the shades.
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I’ve compared the standard and
premium shades previously, and the
premium version is slightly darker
and more reflective. My personal
preference is the premium version for
the windshield. I’ve also found that
the shades keep my glare shield much
cooler. Instead of believing I could
cook eggs on the surface, it is cool
to the touch beneath the shadow of
the shade.
The Jet Shades use a proprietary
tinting technique on top of
polycarbonate sheets. The shades
block 72 percent of the visible light,
99 percent of UV, and 82 percent of
the radiant heat with their standard
shades, and even more with the
premium set. One of my concerns
is the large amount of UV exposure
we receive at the high altitudes and
the potential increase of skin cancer.
After 42 years of flying, this provides
the best solution I’ve used since most
shades simply block visible light.
When first using the shades, I was
concerned about the clarity for traffic
and distortion. After flying with them
in various aircraft, I’ve found it isn’t an
issue. The clarity through the shades
is perfect and reduces the glare in
bright sun.
I also found a unique use of the
shades. At altitude we sometimes
get frost on the inside of the cockpit
windows and I devised a method to
use the Jet Shades to divert air from
the wemac vents to the windows –
effectively defrosting them! It may not
work for all PA46 models due to vent
position, however for us it worked well.
When parking your plane, I follow
Jet Shades recommendations and
remove the shades when it is above
90 degrees. Testing by Kevin shows that
the heat buildup between the shades
and window are not excessively hot,
however, just to be cautious I remove
them. I place the windshield shades on
the glare shield and put in my reflective
shades, on the side windows I sandwich
them between the Jet Shades and the

Author Rick Pickett uses the Jet Shades
to divert air from the wemak vents to remove frost.
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The standard Jet Shades block 72 percent of the visible light, 99 percent of UV, and 82 percent
of the radiant heat, and even more with the premium set.

windows. If it is really hot, or if I’m
parking overnight, I use my external
cockpit cover which also protects the
exterior window surface.
The full cockpit set of Jet Shades
cost $799, and the premium option
adds $300. If you also want your
cabin windows shaded, the complete
cockpit and cabin set costs $1,399 for
standard and $1999 for the premium
option. The optional case is useful for
storage. Jet Shades also is establishing
a dealer network that includes several
PA46 maintenance facilities who can
custom fit, if necessary.

°
•

Editor’s Note: As an MMOPA Partner, Jet Shades has a special offer
available only for MMOPA members. Members can save $50 off any
Piper Solution Package including
our premium upgrade. Use coupon
code MMOPA50. Offer only valid
on purchases made online at JetShades.com. Offer expires April 30,
2020. Cannot be combined with any
other offer or promotion.
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Flight
Cabo
with a side of
Mexican Ice
SAFETY

from

by Brian Scott

W

e had a wonderful trip with just my wife
and I to Cabo San Lucas in December
2018. We generally go once or twice a year
and elected on this adventure to take our
1997 JetPROP. What a fantastic machine
– taking just 3 hours flying direct from our hometown
in Arizona. As we departed the skies were blue and clear
with a healthy tailwind that afforded a silky-smooth flight,
and we landed uneventfully to a fantastic ice-cold Corona
delivered as we exited to the ramp. However, a short
week later and the return trip was going to be a whole lot
more difficult.
I decided in retrospect to share my trip with you, but
more specifically I wanted to share the thought process
that went into this particular flight. Many readers will
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likely feel that this trip was difficult and should not be
performed, while others will feel the opposite. My intent
is not to condone those that fly difficult missions or to
oversimplify a complex trip. Each pilot’s experience should
dictate the complexity of a mission, coupled with that
day’s stressors and personal inventory of the readiness
of the pilot for that particular mission. Where I may
be up to the task on one trip, sleeping habits, internal
stressors, and biases that may creep into the need to get
home, etc.; may adversely affect my readiness for a specific
flight. All of these are part of an appropriate preflight
readiness assessment.
(Editor’s Note: MMOPA’s FRAT for iOS is a great way
to conduct a pre-flight assessment to determine whether
a particular flight is a go, caution or no-go.)

Pre-Flight Prep
Preflight preparations began a couple days prior
with checking one of my favorite global weather
forecasts: Weather Underground. This can enhance my
understanding of what’s on the horizon in the next few
days and allows me to see what the predicted weather
is for the proposed route. Sometimes this information
will change my ultimate departure time or even day
of departure.

I could see that a system was working its way through
and our departure time on Dec. 16 was going to be
a challenging mixture of timing to avoid the brunt
of the weather. Mexico departures are not always as
expeditious as one would like. Little things like getting
fuel can be challenging (see sidebar). The evening prior I
checked the expected TAF reports for MMSL (Cabo San
Lucas International) and tried to look at the TAF’s along
my route of flight (MMSD, MMLP, MMLT, MMSF) and
on up the Baja Peninsula. Our desire was to cross the
Sea of Cortez and to end up in Puerto Penasco (MMPE).
This of course means crossing over the open sea, which
also posed some logistical safety decisions. I dubitably
measured the shortest distance across and found airways
and fixes that would accommodate. My plan entailed
to be at FL260 for the crossing. If something tragically
went wrong with our engine (statistically an unlikely
event in a PT6), we could glide across for a dry landing
(3:1 glide ratio). What became even more apparent is
how spoiled we are in the United States with available
weather information. The usual Flight Service Station or
detailed online weather is not available. I am a member of
Scott Dennstaedt’s AvWxWorkshops aviation weather site

MALIBU•MIRAGE•MERIDIAN•JETPROP

Eclipse International Inc.
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33
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(http://avwxworkshops.com) and I
used that information
to pull some interesting weather
forecasts from his archive.
I filed for the departure
procedure from MMSL
(ATUMI2), an interesting DME
arc. I could see that
I needed to get through FL150
to my cruise altitude quickly
based off the icing forecasts.
The JetPROP has a rate of climb
that could yield up to 2,000 fpm,
so the time to get above the higher risk icing levels could be
minimized to the first 15 minutes.
With that in mind, I turned to the SLD predictions, yet
another difficulty. However, if cruising at FL260, the icing
and SLD risk faded away. The SLD prediction at 1400Z
was for no SLD at FL260. Keep in mind that the usual XM
weather I have onboard is nonexistent that far south of the
border. Additionally, the usual detailed forecasts are not
readily available nor are there PIREPs to obtain.
I asked for and received an expedited climb after the
departure. With full anti/de-ice and the ice deflector
engaged, on the instruments, I entered the cloud bases
at approximately 8,000 feet. The temperature was above
freezing but by FL150 I began to see some light rime
ice appear. This was expected and I turned on the low
windshield heat and asked my wife to engage the boots
when a bit more accumulated. We were now headed
straight up the Baja coast on the west side of the Sea
of Cortez. I had the radar ON and I could see that the
greatest intensity was just ahead of me. I asked for and
received a deviation to the east. I began to cross the Sea
of Cortez near my expected location and felt good about
my options. I knew I could turn back to MMSL or MMSD
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and I also could go directly east to the Mexico mainland,
which had less radar returns. An additional possibility,
with full tanks, I could descend below all the weather
with no difficulty in regard to terrain. As we approached
FL260, I knew that there was predicted turbulence, so
I slowed to around 150 KIAS. So far it was smooth, but
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Prist: Do It Right
Prist is a required ingredient in the JetPROP but
also absolutely necessary on the flight I was going to
perform. I did not realize that that this airport did not
have premix. I know many of our non-U.S. pilots will
laugh, but I had never injected it myself. Some quick
web searching and a call to one of my instructors led
to the knowledge of one can will work for about 100
gallons. The lineman doubtfully agreed to spray it into
the fuel stream of the Jet A, barehanded.
Look up the warnings – not something I would want
to do daily. I educated him and we moved on. I also
cringed as he haphazardly handled the bottle and
nearly spattered a little extra on my paint. Luckily, all
ended well with no casualties, him nor my paint.
I was ready to reduce power if needed to get below 137
KIAS for Va (turbulent air penetration speed). Then
something really interesting occurred.
I looked at our outside air temperature and found a
temperature hovering around -26 degrees C to -28 degrees
C. My training had always told me that beyond about -20
degrees C, ice did not typically occur. To my surprise,
“typical” went out the window and we began to accumulate
A LOT of ice. I asked my wife to watch the wings and to
begin the boot cycles. With each cycle lasting 18 seconds,
I held my breath to see how much would break off. I also
asked for and received a more direct easterly routing
away from the visually darker buildups and more intense
radar returns that were more to the west of our position.
I noticed that the icing decreased, but unfortunately my
boots seemed to lack the usual vigor they usually had, even
just 20 minutes prior in the flight. I began to consider the
possibility of a failing vacuum pump. I engaged the backup
vacuum and could see that this did assist in removing the
ice. We were pretty tense for about 10-15 minutes as we
diverted around the icing and I tepidly watched to make
sure my boots were clean. We only dropped about 5 knots

< than -40° C
< than -40° F

0° to -15° C
32° to -5° F

0° C and below
32° F and below

High

Rain and Drizzle

-15° to -30° C
-5° to -22° F

Med.

High

Stratiform Clouds

< than -30° C
< than -22° F

Low

-20° to -40° C
-4° to -40° F

Med.

0° to -20° C
32° to -4° F

Icing Risk

Low

Cumulus Clouds

Icing risk
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in airspeed at any time, but we were on high alert as I
diverted and started weighing other options.
Now on the inner side of the Sea of Cortez and the
Mexico mainland side, we headed for Puerto Penasco as
I set up for the VOR approach. As luck would have it, we
came through the base cloud layer at 8,000 feet, around
2:30 hours after starting this difficult IMC flight.
While icing mainly occurs in the usual 0 degrees C to -20
degrees C range, there is a small probability of icing all the way
down to -40 degrees C. This could occur as well with SLD, but
the prediction on my route was SLD and SLW would not occur.
I found this little table in a 2008 AOPA publication.
I had not initially expected to experience this type of
weather when I departed, so my last application of ICEX
was around 30 hours prior. I would have likely placed a
fresh coat on prior to departing.
After researching my dismal de-ice boot performance,
I discovered that at that altitude, it is difficult to obtain
the normal vacuum required to fully expand the boots.
Turning on the backup vacuum can augment the deice
boot performance, which I stumbled on during my flight
by dumb luck. I can tell you that I have read every manual
on my JetPROP and have never found that in print.
While I have some radar experience, I found that
my in-depth knowledge was lacking. I have now nearly
completed a self-study course by Archie Trammell. I am
sure there are others that are great as well, but I have to
say I have enjoyed it.
Last year I took a 10-hour private weather lesson
course (also from Scott) to enhance my comfort with all
the latest online weather sources. I highly suggest others
do the same. One area I thought that would have helped
a lot was to know the three-dimensional weather picture,
which I normally can obtain via Skew-T diagrams. What
I did not know at the time is (as I tried to access them)
that you can access the GFS graph types, which will give
the Mexico Skew-T graphs. I would have used this to
assist in my weather planning.
Again, not a flight for everyone to take, nor should
it be. On my part I felt that on that day I had the skills
required as well as the personal readiness, coupled with
several backup plans to enact if difficulties arose. I believe,
we should all cautiously stretch our comfort level with
the close training of more experienced pilots. A stagnant
pilot will eventually become a statistic. A bold pilot will
as well. Consider a new rating, or perhaps engage an
instructor that knows your limitations and can slowly
expand your comfort level for more complex yet safer
flights.

°
•

MMOPA member Brian Scott is a CFI, CFII, MEI, ATP. He and his
wife Kristi live in Lake Havasu, AZ.
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From SR22 to Meridian

A

fter eight months of careful investigation,
Christian Lebreton recently purchased the
perfect PA46 for him, a 2001 Meridian. The
aircraft, registered in Guernsey Island, is
dubbed 2-MARS. As Christian explains it, the
French word for “March” is “Mars. In addition to the play
on words, the second of March 2019 was the 20th birthday
of their daughter Julie.
Christian completed four days of initial training in the
aircraft and then went on to complete the initial training
course at SIMCOM.
“I would like like to thank MMOPA members for all the
useful information I got during this purchase process,” he
said. “My wife Christina is already in love with 2-MARS!”

Have Auto, Can Fly
You will find no one who loves the PA46T more than
member Charlie Tillett. He has owned N466CP since
January 2014 and has flown 250+ hours/year since.
His affinity extends to his auto’s license plate, which
he displays with pride. “Massachusetts will only let you
flip form letters to numbers once, so I had to leave off the
T,” he added.
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Picture Perfect
We are not sure which is prettier,
the airplane or the background. (Silly
question: the airplane of course!)
Rick Tutt proudly took this photo
of his newly repainted Malibu at the
Glacier Park International Airport,
which is the gateway to the

M M O P A

Glacier National Park. The airplane
recently underwent a flight deck facelift
and now features new G500 TXi, dual
GTN650/750 nav/comm, ADS-B in and
out and voice activated audio panel.
“I’ve been flying N9125B for 20 years,”
Rick said.

°
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CONVENTION & FLY-IN

Save the Date!

The 2020 MMOPA Convention & Fly-In
May 27-31
Westin La Paloma
Tucson, AZ
The Westin La Paloma Resort & Spa is a
AAA four-diamond hotel with staggering
views of the Santa Catarina Mountains.
The resort features five outdoor pools
with multiple waterfalls, a Jack Nicklaus
signature golf course, a spa and a variety
of restaurants.
You won’t want to miss these four
days of education, entertainment and
everything PA46.
Registration Opens Early Spring
2020 – Watch The Website For Details!
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